July 7, 1964

Bob,

After discussing the CIA proposal with Cy, he recommends that you sign the attached memorandum to John McCone. The CIA plan is:

1. Conduct a six months design analysis with seven contractors for covering a new camera system, a new re-entry vehicle, and a new spacecraft, to be launched on a TITAN II from a FMR pad with STL acting as the integration, assembly and checkout contractor.

2. Establish a new project office under DDS&T of 8-10 technical people (5-8 new recruitments) to perform SETD with STL staff support.

3. Procurement/contracting and security provided by present NRO elements in the CIA.

4. Upon approval of the FULCRUM system enlarge the project office to approximately 35 people, by means of further recruitment.

5. Request DoD to provide launch services and recovery operations for launches beginning in FY 67.

Attachment

Brockway McMillan